A computerized method for evaluating scoliotic deformities using elliptical pattern recognition in X-ray spine images.
Several studies have evaluated the reproducibility of the Cobb angle for measuring the degree of scoliotic deformities from X-ray spine images, and proposed different geometric models for describing the spinal curvature. The ellipse was shown to be an adequate geometric form, but was not yet applied for the identification and quantification of scoliotic curvatures. The purpose of this study is therefore to propose and validate a novel computerized methodology for the detection of elliptical patterns from X-ray images to evaluate the extent of the underlying scoliotic deformity. For anteroposterior each X-ray spine image, the spine curve is first reconstructed from vertebral centroids. The ellipse that best fits to the obtained spine curve is the found within a least square and genetic algorithm optimization framework. The geometric parameters of the resulting best fit ellipse are finally used to define an index that quantifies the spinal curvature. The proposed methodology was validated on three synthetic images and then successfully applied to 20 clinical anteroposterior X-ray spine images of patients with a different degree of scoliotic deformity, with the resulting maximal relative error of 3% for the synthetic images and an overall error of 0.5 ± 0.4 mm (mean ± standard deviation) for the clinical cases. The results indicate that the proposed computerized methodology is able to reliably reproduce scoliotic curvatures using the geometric parameters of the underlying ellipses. In comparison to conventional approaches, the proposed methodology potentially produces less errors, requires a relatively low observer interaction, takes into account all vertebrae within the observed scoliotic deformity, and allows for both qualitative and quantitative evaluations that may complement the diagnosis, study and treatment of scoliosis.